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Outline
1. Introduction 
2. Lone Arranger v. Team Processing
3. Documentation Workflow
4. Our Takeaways on Transparent Processing
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• Loss of institutional 
knowledge
Ah! Legacy Collections!
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Original or Derived?
Introduction
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“Archivists have an obligation based in professional 
values of accountability and responsible custody to 
thoroughly and transparently describe their own 
interventions in the course of their work.”
- DACS Principle 10
Documentation and DACS
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Holistic Approach
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Holistic Documentation = Holistic Transparency
Appraisal  Acquisition  Processing  Deaccession
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Literature Review
Frank Harmon Papers
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Frank Harmon Papers
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Documentation Workflow
Frances Richardson Papers
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Richardson Biographical Timeline
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Richardson Born Digital Tracking
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Gregory Lewbart Papers
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Lewbart List of Acronyms
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Frank Harmon Papers
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Harmon Controlled Vocabulary
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Harmon Architectural Project Titles
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(improves communication, processing consistency)
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Transparency among Colleagues
(enhances understanding and aids others’ work)
Multi-Level Transparency
Transparency among Teammates
(improves communication, processing consistency)
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Transparency with Researchers
(aids authenticity/interpretation, understanding of archival processes)
Multi-Level Transparency
Transparency among Colleagues
(enhances understanding and aids others’ work)
Transparency among Teammates
(improves communication, processing consistency)
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Benefits of Documentation
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Streamlines 
processing
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Room for Improvement
How to balance iterations 
with consistency?
What decisions to 
document? How to choose?
How to make decisions 
public and understandable?
Room for Improvement
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Image Credits
Lone Ranger from https://letterboxd.com/film/the-lone-ranger-1956/.
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Google Sheets icon trademark of Google from https://gsuite.google.com/setup/resources/logos/. 
Thank You
Jessica Serrao | jserrao@clemson.edu
Metadata Librarian for Digital Collections
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